We describe child health care in Austria, a small country in Central Europe with a population of about 9 million inhabitants of whom approximately 1.7 million are children and adolescents under the age of 20 years. For children and adolescents, few health care indicators are available. Pediatric and adolescent health provision, such as overall health provision, follows a complex system with responsibilities shared by the Ministry of Health, 19 social insurance funds, provinces, and other key players. Several institutions are affiliated with or cooperate with the Ministry of Health to assure quality control. The Austrian public health care system is financed through a combination of income-based social insurance payments and taxes. Pediatric primary health care in Austria involves the services of general pediatricians and general practitioners. Secondary care is mostly provided by the 43 children’s hospitals; tertiary care is (particularly) provided in 4 state university hospitals and 1 private university hospital. The training program of residents takes 6 years and is completed by a final examination. Every year, this training program is completed by about 60 residents. (J Pediatr 2016;177S:S35-47).

Austria is a small landlocked country with a size of 83 855 km² located in Central Europe. It has approximately twice the size of neighboring Switzerland (41 285 km²) and is similar in size to Bavaria (70 533 km²), a neighboring German (federal) state. The western and central part of the country is covered by the Alps, which are surrounded by a hilly to flat landscape in Austria’s north, west, and south. The Alps can create specific logistical challenges in primary health care (PHC) and accessibility to stationary health facilities.

Austria is divided into 9 provinces, some of them with a very long tradition of local governance. At present, these provinces have a high degree of independence concerning administrative affairs, which is particularly reflected in hospital care.

In its present geographic and political structure, Austria dates back to 1918 when the Austrian-Hungarian monarchy collapsed in the aftermath of the First World War. At that time, the state of Austria was established as a democratic federal republic encompassing most of the German-speaking areas of the previous monarchy.

Historically, culturally, and economically, the country is closely connected to the other German speaking countries in Central Europe (ie, Germany and German-speaking Switzerland). Thus, many health care institutions in the aforementioned countries developed similarly. Even though Austria also has a long historical connection to its eastern neighbors, medical institutions developed quite differently, mainly because of the communist governments in Eastern Europe during the second half of the last century.

In 2012, 1.7 million children and adolescents under the age of 20 years lived in Austria, representing about 20% of the whole population, with a declining trend. The proportion of children less than 15 years of age is approximately 14%, which is less than in most other European countries. Since 1990, the total population has increased by 0.4% per year, whereas the number of children up to 14 years of age has decreased by 0.4% per year (Table 1).

About 68% of all children in Austria live in rural areas (ie, communities up to 20 000 inhabitants), 14% live in cities with 20 000-300 000 inhabitants, and 18% live in the capital city of Vienna.

Table 1

| EU | European Union |
| GP | General practitioner |
| OSG | Austrian Structural Plan for Health |
| PHC | Primary health care |

Age dependency percentages (indicated as the sum of children <15 years of age and elderly people >65 years of age vs the “working age group” of 15-64 years of age) remained constant over the past 20 years and were around 48%. This can be explained by the declining population rate of children vs a simultaneous increase in the population rate of the elderly.

In 2012, the fertility rate (average number of children per woman) was 1.44, having experienced an increase from a historically low level of 1.33 in 2001. The Austrian fertility rate is below the average of the European Union (EU) countries. About 80 000 children are born per year, which represents a birth rate of approximately 9.4 children per 1000 inhabitants.

The average age of women at the birth of their first baby is increasing continuously. In 2012, the mean age at birth of her first baby was 28.7 years and the mean age at birth of any baby was 30.3 years. Furthermore, 2.6% of all children had mothers younger than 20 years of age.
The rate of teenage pregnancies has been decreasing (2.6% in 2012, 4.4% in 1995).

Of all households with children under the age of 15 years, 14.2% are single parent households. This rate has remained stable since 1990. This also means that in 2012, 13.7% of all children under the age of 15 years did not live with both parents. At about 1.6 children per family, the average size of families with children under the age of 15 years has been stable over the past 20 years. Economic key indicators are listed in Table II.

For almost 100 years, Austria has had a federal democratic government system, which was disrupted during the 1930s and 1940s and was re-established after the Second World War. At present, it is well accepted by its population.

The directly elected president (head of the entire state, Bundespräsident) has representative responsibilities and limited political power. Representatives for the parliament are elected by the population, who votes for a specific party. According to a ranking list within each party and corresponding to population size of provinces, representatives are then “assigned for” the parliament. The parliament and the president appoint the prime minister (Bundeskanzler) and the government (Bundesregierung).

Within the provinces, representatives are elected by the population for the provincial parliament (Landtag). These representatives appoint the province president (Landeshauptmann) and the province government (Landesregierung). In addition to the separation of legislative and executive power between parliament and government, power is also shared between the state and Austria’s 9 provinces according to subsidiary principles. This fact is relevant for child health care because many responsibilities regarding health care and preventive measures (e.g., vaccination programs) remain in the hands of the 9 provinces. This structure is frequently considered a possible source for the lack of cooperation in health issues and as a cause for delays in steps to a health reform.

During most of the last 70 years, Austria has been governed by a coalition of 2 political parties (i.e., The Social Democratic Party [a social democratic party] and The People’s Party [a Christian conservative party]). Occasionally, these parties have ruled singularly or in coalition with The Freedom Party (a right-wing party). During the last 30 years, The Green Party (an environmental party) has become a stable player in Austrian politics, with some 10% of votes. Presently, The Green Party or The Freedom Party are coalition partners in several province governments.

In 1956, the state of Austria declared its military neutrality and until now holds no membership in any military coalition. Instead, the declared aim of Austria’s foreign policy is to participate in international organizations. In accordance with this intention, Austria is presently a member of 72 international organizations. Economic key indicators are listed in Table II.
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During most of the last 70 years, Austria has been governed by a coalition of 2 political parties (i.e., The Social Democratic Party [a social democratic party] and The People’s Party [a Christian conservative party]). Occasionally, these parties have ruled singularly or in coalition with The Freedom Party (a right-wing party). During the last 30 years, The Green Party (an environmental party) has become a stable player in Austrian politics, with some 10% of votes. Presently, The Green Party or The Freedom Party are coalition partners in several province governments.

In 1956, the state of Austria declared its military neutrality and until now holds no membership in any military coalition. Instead, the declared aim of Austria’s foreign policy is to participate in international organizations. In accordance with this intention, Austria is presently a member of 72 such organizations, and among others, hosts the International Atomic Energy Agency, United Nations Industrial Development Organization, United Nations Office at Vienna, Organization for Security and Cooperation in Europe, and European Monitoring Center on Racism and Xenophobia. However, membership in the EU (since 1995) is its most important membership. At present, Austria is one of the EU net contributors and one of the wealthiest members of the community with a gross domestic product of 34 000 € per capita in 2013.

In the 2013 academic ranking of 500 world universities (Shanghai Ranking), the Medical School of Vienna holds positions between 201 and 300, and the Graz Medical School and the Innsbruck Medical School hold positions between 401 and 500, respectively. These medical schools are the most important providers of tertiary health care.

In the 2012 Corruption Perception Index of Transparency International, Austria scored 69 and ranked 26th of 175 assessed countries worldwide (position 1 = country with least evidence for corruption).

Child Health and Well-Being Status

In 2012, median life expectancy in Austria was 80.2 years (women 83.3 years and men 78.3 years), which corresponds to an increase of about 4 years in comparison with life expectancy in 1990. Life expectancy in Austria is slightly above the EU-27 average. However, healthy life expectancy is only around 60 years of age, depending on the calculation method.

Over the past 20 years infant mortality has fallen considerably (Table III). Whereas in the early 1990s when approximately 8 of 1000 newborns died within the first year, only 3.2 died in 2012, about one-half of whom died within the first week. Infant mortality in Austria corresponds to the EU-15 average, but is below the EU-27 average. There are, however, problems regarding high preterm birth rates (8.4% in 2012) and a high proportion of infants with low birth weight (around 7% below 2500 g and around 1% below 1500 g). Both indicators are above the EU-15 average. Furthermore, the rate of deliveries by cesarean in Austria is, compared with many other European countries, very high (about 30% of births with an increasing trend).

The maternal mortality rate also has decreased over the past decades. Whereas in 1990 when 6.6 women died per 100 000 births, in 2012 only 1.3 women died per 100 000 births (Table III). Since 2002, the maternal mortality has been 1 to 3 women per year countrywide.

The mortality rate for 0- to 14-year-old children also has decreased considerably over recent years. Although 74 deaths per 100 000 were registered in 1990, only 35 deaths per 100 000 were reported in 2012. In 2012, apart from causes of death originating in the perinatal period (33%) and congenital malformations (26%), the main causes of death of children up to the age of 14 years were “external” causes (11%) and cancer (8%).

The main reasons for hospital treatment of 0- to 14-year-olds in 2012 were diseases of the respiratory system (18%), injuries (14%), infectious diseases (8%), and diseases originating in the perinatal period (8%).

Data related to diseases treated in outpatient settings or outside of hospitals are not systematically documented in
Austria, and therefore are limited. In 2007, the incidence of diabetes for 0- to 14-year-olds was 18 per 100 000 for type 1 and 0.3 per 100 000 for type 2.\textsuperscript{2, 4} A regional analysis has documented problems relating to the musculoskeletal system for one-third of all school children.\textsuperscript{2, 3} The prevalence of atopic diseases is increasing, and regional data show that about 20\% of the 8- to 22-year-olds suffer from allergies.\textsuperscript{26}

According to the Health Behavior in School-Aged Children Study,\textsuperscript{27} about 15\% of all school-aged children in Austria are overweight; this rate has increased over the past 20 years. About 19\% of 15-year-olds and 33\% of 17-year-olds smoke daily (Table III). Smoking rates for 15-year-olds increased between 1994 and 2002, and decreased after 2002. About 25\% of 11- to 17-year-olds regularly drink alcohol at least once a week. Both smoking and drinking rates are above the European average.\textsuperscript{28}

In Austria, about 22\% of children under the age of 16 years live at risk of poverty or social exclusion (with increasing trend).\textsuperscript{29} This is clearly below the European average of EU-28 and EU-15 countries.\textsuperscript{18} The rate of early dropouts of

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Table I. Sociodemographic key indicators</th>
</tr>
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<tr>
<td>------</td>
</tr>
<tr>
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</tr>
<tr>
<td>Population 0-14 y\textsuperscript{1}</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Population 15-24 y</td>
</tr>
<tr>
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</tr>
<tr>
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</tr>
<tr>
<td>Population density 2\textsuperscript{2}</td>
</tr>
<tr>
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</tr>
<tr>
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</tr>
<tr>
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</tr>
<tr>
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</tr>
<tr>
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</tr>
<tr>
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</tr>
<tr>
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</tr>
<tr>
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</tr>
<tr>
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</tr>
<tr>
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</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
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</table>
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GDP, gross domestic product; NA, not available; OECD, Organization for Economic Cooperation and Development.
*Statistik Austria.*\textsuperscript{7} 2009.
††Eurostat.\textsuperscript{8} 2011.
\textsuperscript{2}AMS (Arbeitsmarktservice).\textsuperscript{9}
education and vocational training (7.6% in 2012) is below the European average.

**Organization and Governance of Child Health Care Services**

Aside from national action plans in 2004 and 2011 to specifically promote child health, child health care services in Austria are part of the overall health care system and, thus, closely linked to the system as a whole. As shown in Figure 1, health care services are based on a complex and complicated system of national planning, which is adjusted by regional modifications and provisions. Furthermore, responsibilities for different fields (e.g., PHC, hospital care, rehabilitation, preventive measures) are divided among several institutions. Because of the federal system, the 9 provinces have a major influence on all health care system decisions; the same holds true for the (overall) 19 social insurance funds.

In Austria, a membership with one of the 19 social insurance funds is mandatory for all employed people. Interestingly, it is not part of the current reform process mentioned above to reduce the number of social insurance funds. Children are covered through their parents; the unemployed usually have free-of-charge access to the insurance system. Thus, the coverage of health care cost is provided for almost all of Austrian citizens and legal immigrants.

**Planning of the Provision of Health Care**

Planning is intended to be on the basis of health care needs. For this purpose, several institutions are affiliated to or in cooperation with the Ministry of Health (e.g., Gesundheit Österreich GmbH, Ludwig Boltzmann Institut, Institut für Höhere Studien). Following the principles of health technology assessment, these institutions calculate health...
needs (eg, hospital beds, technical equipment per region) on population- (provided by Statistik Austria, Vienna, Austria) and morbidity-based data.\textsuperscript{22,23} For hospital stays, all data are centrally available via the so-called Leistungsorientierte Krankenanstaltenfinanzierung System (LKF), outpatient data are available via the social insurances and their coordinating institution (Hauptverband der Sozialversicherungen).

However, data are not available for all fields of health care. For example, it was not clear for a long time how many patient beds for pediatric rehabilitation are really necessary. Only because of an initiative of the Austrian Society of Pediatrics and Adolescent Medicine, figures were re-evaluated in 2008 and finally resulted in an Austrian Rehabilitation Master Plan for Children and Adolescents.\textsuperscript{35}

Quality assurance is mostly the responsibility of the Ministry of Health, which again is supported by affiliated institutions (eg, Bundesinstitut für Qualitätssicherung im Gesundheitswesen\textsuperscript{36}). However, because of limited resources, quality assurance focuses only on some fields of child health care, and no systematic quality control is provided for many others.

On occasion, the affiliated institutions mentioned above consult medical specialists of the relevant fields or disciplines in order to acquire the best possible results, the selection of these is, however, to some extent arbitrary.

Education and Training of Physicians
Responsibility for the education and training of medical professionals lies in the hands of the Ministry of Health; it is, however, to a wide extent further delegated to the Austrian Medical Chamber.\textsuperscript{37} The latter again involves the approximately 45 scientific societies of the different disciplines to organize education and training. Recently, the curricula for general medicine and all medical specialties have been reformulated so that new guidelines have existed for all medical training since June 2015. The contents overlap with EU programs or recommendations to some extent but are not identical by far.

All training institutions (for Pediatrics as well as for all other disciplines) have to be certified by the Austrian Ministry of Health based on a mandatory training program for which a recertification has to be issued every 7 years.

With regards to training programs in Pediatrics, an enormous difference between general practitioners (GPs) and pediatricians can be found. While future plans intend to shorten pediatric training for GPs from 42 months of overall education to 3 months, pediatricians complete 6 years of training in pediatrics and adolescent medicine. This big difference is the main reason why the Austrian Society of Pediatrics and Adolescent Medicine and Politische Kindermedizin are requesting a separate PHC provision for children in Austria.

Within Pediatrics, the same specializations as in other European countries are covered, however, only 6 of them are certified by the Ministry (cardiology, diabetology and endocrinology, hemato-oncology, neonatology and pediatric intensive care, neuropediatrics, pulmonology and allergy\textsuperscript{32}). At the moment, it is not clear whether additional specializations will be certified after the reform process of June 2015.

Governance
Governance of the Austrian health care system is very complex and complicated.\textsuperscript{2,3} Although the Ministry of Health is the leading institution for all health care matters, its influence and most of its financial resources are very limited. Financial resources are mostly in the hands of the social insurance funds and the provinces. The so-called §15a agreement of the state and the 9 provinces regulates the flow of money between these partners. The provinces are responsible for financing the hospitals. Provision of health care by public hospitals creates a huge deficit. Per this regulation, provinces are also given the “right” to run hospitals according to their own decision. Thus, the overall Austrian Structural Plan for Health (ÖSG\textsuperscript{38}) is transformed into 9 Regional Structural Plans for Health, giving way to inhomogeneous structures in every province.

Guidance and Counseling of Families
According to the United Nations Convention on the Rights of the Child (which was signed by Austria in 1990, ratified in 1992, and became a partially constitutional law in 2011\textsuperscript{39}) and the European Charter for Children in Hospital,\textsuperscript{40} whenever possible, families are routinely involved in the decision processes, and accompanying parents (especially of infants and toddlers) are the norm in Austrian children’s hospitals.

Parents have, however, limited access to objective data concerning quality indicators. The few informative sources available (eg, Spitalskompass) focus mostly on infrastructural aspects and do not routinely mention treatment results or outcome.\textsuperscript{41}

As mentioned above, insurance of the parents covers all medical and surgical treatment of their children (usually with a small amount retained for their own account, which means that approximately 15 Euros per day will have to be paid by the parents). State of employment and province of residence will determine which of the 19 social insurance funds is responsible for coverage; a free choice is not possible. Some children have additional private insurance; the proportion of these in contrast to adults is very small (estimated 3%-5%). Provision of medical services is exactly the same for public and patients with additional private insurance; the main difference during a hospital stay is equipment and “comfort” in patient rooms (eg, room size, food selection, television, etc).

Financing
The Austrian health care system is primarily financed through a combination of income-based social insurance contributions, public income generated through taxes, and private payments in the form of direct and indirect copayments. One of the core pillars of the national health
care system is the solidarity-based funding principle, which grants equal access to health care services for all Austrian inhabitants, independent of their income, age, sex, or origin.

In 2012, 10.7% (2011: 10.5%) of the gross domestic product was spent on health care, which corresponds to approximately €34.07 billion (2011: €32.5 billion) or a per capita spending of €4030 (2011: €3872). This amount includes expenditure for long-term care. The largest share of current health care expenditure is inpatient care (32.9%), followed by outpatient care (23.3%), and health care products, including medicine (15.5%).

Around 76% of total health expenditure is generated by public sources. This includes the spending of social health insurance funds as well as the federal, provincial, and local governments. The remaining 24% is private health care expenditure (eg, out-of-pocket payments by households, spending of the private health insurance companies, other private nonprofit organizations, expenditure of companies for services provided by occupational health physicians).

In recent decades, Austria has faced continuous increases in health care expenditure, which was one of the driving forces behind the current health care reform. Between 1990 and 2012, total annual health care expenditure increased by an average of 5.1%, placing Austria below the EU-15 average rate. In the last 5 years, the average annual growth rate was reduced to 3.5% (Figure 2), showing that the increase of public spending was higher than total spending.

Social insurance is the most important source of health care funding, contributing around €15.2 billion in 2012, which corresponds to about 48% of current health care expenditure (ie, without investments). In 2012, almost 99% of the population was covered by health insurance. Whereas outpatient care for adults and children is almost entirely financed by the 19 health insurance funds, expenditure for inpatient care is shared by the public sector and social insurance. Long-term care services are mainly funded through taxes. To finance hospital care, social insurance pays an annually adjusted lump sum (€4.4 billion in 2012 and €4.2 billion in 2011) to regional health care funds, thus, it is not possible to differentiate how much of these funds are spent on hospital care for children and other persons. Table IV shows personal expenditure for children by different age groups, amounting to €1.7 billion in total and excluding money spent on collective care.

In 2011, total personal expenditure for all age groups was €28.931 billion and represented 89% of total health care expenditure in Austria. In 2011, the share of personal expenditure allocated to children between 0 and 14 years of age amounted to 5.9% (ie, €1.7 billion). This share of expenditure has been decreasing slowly during recent years (in 2006, for instance, it was 6.2%). The main reason for this decrease is demographic development. Still, between 2006 and 2011, the nominal personal health expenditure for children increased by 3.1%. In the 6 years analyzed,
health expenditure was 20% higher for boys than for girls. In the above-mentioned total expenditure of €28.931 million, expenses for the federal children vaccination program, for the so-called Mother and Child Passport, a preventive and screening program for pregnant women and their newborns, as well as further health promotion programs targeted toward young people (eg, at school or a screening program for working youth until the age of 18 years) are not included. In both 2010 and 2011, social insurance funds and the federal state of Austria together spent €2.5 million for a screening program for 61,677 working youth, mainly apprentices (representing 68% of all persons working in this age group). The cost of the children vaccination program (vaccines, distribution, logistics) is shared by the federal state (2/3), social insurance funds (1/3), and the respective Austrian province where the vaccination takes place (1/6). In 2012, the preliminary calculation expenditure for this program was around €22 million. Another major expenditure for children’s health is the cost of the Mother and Child Passport, which is administered by the Familienlastenausgleichsfonds. Two-thirds of Familienlastenausgleichsfonds is financed by the federal state and one-third by the social insurance funds. In 2012, €54.4 million was spent on this prevention program, representing a significant increase from 43.04 million in 2001. In addition to the above, around €19.3 million was spent on health care provided at schools by doctors and nurses via the so-called SchulzÄrztlicher Dienst, which is funded by the federal state (77%), the provinces (11%), and the municipalities (12%). Other expenses incurred were for further preventive measures or for health promotion activities (eg, healthy lunch in schools or in kindergarten, Early Family Help Program, Frühe Hilfen). These costs, however, are not recorded systematically, and, therefore, no reliable data are available.

### Physical and Human Resources

#### Number, Location, Size, and Age of Hospitals

In 2012, there were 277 hospitals in Austria. Ninety-nine of these with a total of 40,290 beds provided general health care on 3 levels: 59 hospitals for basic care, 32 for extended care, and 8 for maximum care. The last group includes 4 university hospitals, 1 each in the cities of Vienna, Graz, Innsbruck, and Salzburg (in near future also in Linz, the third largest city in Austria). Basic care hospitals rarely have specific facilities for the care of children and adolescents, but they sometimes provide surgical or emergency treatment for this age group. In Austria, there is a total of 43 general hospitals or departments for the care of children and adolescents, usually corresponding to levels 2 or 3 of the hospital health care system. Table V shows the number of hospitalizations of children and adolescents up to 19 years of age, as well as the percentage for selected departments in 2002 and 2012. Although the total number of hospitalizations decreased between 2002 and 2012, there was a marked shift to hospitals and departments specializing in the treatment of children and adolescents. Hospitals with facilities for the treatment of children and adolescents are geographically spread throughout the country. There are 3 levels of hospitals: the largest city in Austria).

#### Table IV. Personal expenditure on health by age and sex in Austria, 2011 (in millions €). Source: Statistik Austria.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>&lt;1 y</th>
<th>1-4 y</th>
<th>5-14 y</th>
<th>All children</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Females</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Personal health care services</td>
<td>133</td>
<td>143</td>
<td>361</td>
<td>636</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Inpatient services</td>
<td>110</td>
<td>50</td>
<td>94</td>
<td>254</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Day care services</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Outpatient services</td>
<td>20</td>
<td>88</td>
<td>254</td>
<td>732</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Home care</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>11</td>
<td>16</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ancillary services to health care</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>15</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Medical goods dispensed to outpatients</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>28</td>
<td>91</td>
<td>124</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pharmaceuticals and other medical nondurables</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>20</td>
<td>56</td>
<td>79</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Therapeutic appliances and other medical durables</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>35</td>
<td>44</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total personal health care services and goods, females</td>
<td>138</td>
<td>174</td>
<td>462</td>
<td>775</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Males</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Personal health care services</td>
<td>162</td>
<td>180</td>
<td>424</td>
<td>766</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Inpatient services</td>
<td>139</td>
<td>72</td>
<td>129</td>
<td>340</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Day care services</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Outpatient services</td>
<td>19</td>
<td>100</td>
<td>278</td>
<td>397</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Home care</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>15</td>
<td>23</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ancillary services to health care</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>15</td>
<td>21</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Medical goods dispensed to outpatients</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>38</td>
<td>108</td>
<td>152</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pharmaceuticals and other medical nondurables</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>27</td>
<td>71</td>
<td>102</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Therapeutic appliances and other medical durables</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>11</td>
<td>37</td>
<td>50</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total personal health care services and goods, males</td>
<td>169</td>
<td>224</td>
<td>547</td>
<td>909</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total personal health care services and goods, all children</td>
<td>307</td>
<td>398</td>
<td>1009</td>
<td>1714</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Rounding differences were not settled. Note that expenditure for collective care, ie, prevention and public health services such as health administration (eg, for health insurance administration or public health officers), as well as privately funded occupational health care, is not included in these figures.
country; their distribution, however, is inhomogeneous depending on regional and local conditions and history. The size of hospitals, therefore, varies considerably. Table VI shows the total number of pediatric and adolescent beds for the 9 Austrian provinces. The per capita bed rate varies greatly between regions.50 Altogether, there is an excessive rate of pediatric beds while there is a simultaneous lack of pediatricians in hospitals.33

General health care in children’s hospitals is considered to be good,43 but there is a lack of coordination and concentration of specialized care for rare and complex diseases.49 At present, 355 beds for child and adolescent psychiatry are available, but according to the World Health Organization,50 a minimum of 666 beds are needed.

Resources for child and adolescent rehabilitation also are very limited. According to recent calculations, 343-453 places are needed, but only 52 were available in 2010.35,33,52 Because of financing disagreements between the health insurance funds and the provinces, an existing expansion plan has so far failed to be implemented. In 2014, these 2 parties came to an agreement to establish further rehabilitation beds for children and adolescents; however, realization is still pending.

Austria has a long history of general and children’s hospitals. Thus, the oldest, still existing hospitals date back to the end of the 19th century and have continuously been adapted to meet new requirements. On the other hand, new hospitals are under construction or being planned, resulting in a wide range of hospitals dating back to various years.

Facilities for PHC Services for Children

PHC for children in Austria is provided through a mixed system by GPs and pediatricians. Access to pediatricians as well as to other specialists is freely available, apart from minor restrictions by some health insurances. GPs do not act as gatekeepers in the Austrian system. Therefore, specialists also may be contacted as a first choice.

GPs and pediatricians, at a ratio of 2.5 to 1, respectively, are responsible for about 70% of the services provided under the statutory health insurances for children and adolescents up to 19 years of age. The remaining 30% of services provided by other specialists are usually not part of PHC.33

In 2013, there were 1211 pediatricians for 1219 363 children until 15 years of age (ie, 99.3 pediatricians per 100 000 children). Ten years before, the ratio was 950 pediatricians for 1 339 290 children until 15 years of age (ie, corresponding 70.9 pediatricians per 100 000 children).34

From 2003 to 2013, the number of pediatricians in hospitals and private practice increased from 35.0-45.7 per 100 000 children (until 15 years of age) with marked regional differences ranging from 32.7 in Upper Austria to 69.1 in Vienna.53 In the same period, the density of GPs rose only from 73.6 to 75.2 per 100 000 people of all ages. Table VII shows the increase of all pediatricians, particularly those practicing in hospitals in the past 10 years. The number of pediatricians in a panel practice remained almost the same, whereas the number of private practices increased considerably during this period.54

Eighty-six percent of practicing pediatricians work in their own practice, and this holds true for 91% of doctors in a panel practice.35 In 2012, the Austrian government decided to implement a health care reform, which mainly aims at strengthening PHC and promotes multidisciplinary PHC teams to improve PHC services and to reduce the burden on hospitals.

There is a shortage of child and adolescent psychiatrists in Austria; only 29 specialists were registered as of 2013. Nine of these worked in their own private medical practice.33 The number of outpatient wards in this field is also considered to be inadequate.55 However, there recently have been some efforts to improve the situation.

Some institutions provide PHC for children and adolescents with neurodevelopment disorders. Availability of these services, nevertheless, differs greatly according to the region. A supply of publicly financed therapies for neurodevelopmental and mental health disorders also varies between regions. It is estimated that, at present, 70 000-150 000 children and adolescents are not receiving an appropriate therapy.56,57

Table V. Hospitalizations of children aged 0-19 years in Austria (2002 and 2012, total and as percentage rates in selected departments)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Department</th>
<th>2002</th>
<th>2012</th>
<th>%</th>
<th>2012</th>
<th>%</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Internal medicine</td>
<td>11 287</td>
<td>3.8</td>
<td>8296</td>
<td>3.2</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Surgery</td>
<td>28 677</td>
<td>9.7</td>
<td>14 783</td>
<td>5.7</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Emergency surgery</td>
<td>20 608</td>
<td>6.8</td>
<td>15 716</td>
<td>6.1</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Orthopedics and orthopedic surgery</td>
<td>33 722</td>
<td>1.1</td>
<td>39 070</td>
<td>1.5</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pediatric surgery</td>
<td>26 523</td>
<td>9.0</td>
<td>25 470</td>
<td>9.0</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Gynecology and obstetrics</td>
<td>7 448</td>
<td>2.5</td>
<td>4 935</td>
<td>1.9</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Gynaecology</td>
<td>2 610</td>
<td>0.9</td>
<td>2 427</td>
<td>0.9</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Otorhinolaryngology</td>
<td>25 575</td>
<td>8.7</td>
<td>16 343</td>
<td>6.3</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Urology</td>
<td>6 575</td>
<td>2.2</td>
<td>5 223</td>
<td>2.0</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pediatrics</td>
<td>135 435</td>
<td>45.8</td>
<td>136 033</td>
<td>52.8</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Psychiatry</td>
<td>4 832</td>
<td>1.6</td>
<td>2 975</td>
<td>1.6</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Neurology</td>
<td>1 477</td>
<td>0.5</td>
<td>1 748</td>
<td>0.7</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Child and adolescent psychiatry</td>
<td>4 300</td>
<td>1.5</td>
<td>5 563</td>
<td>2.2</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total</td>
<td>295 543</td>
<td>100</td>
<td>257 541</td>
<td>100</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Provision of Services

As in most other countries, child health care services in Austria follow a hierarchical structure consisting of primary, secondary, and tertiary care.

PHC

In Austria, primary care is provided by a mixed system of general pediatricians and GPs. In larger cities, almost all parents contact a pediatrician for medical investigations and treatment of their children, but in rural areas the “family doctor” plays a central role in the care of children and adolescents.58 Both general pediatricians and GPs are involved in the national preventive program covering the age of 0-5 years (Mutterkindpass, Mother and Child Passport). This program includes elements of primary (eg, general
counseling, routine vaccination), secondary (eg, hip ultrasound), and tertiary care (eg, screening for inborn metabolic errors), and is free of charge.59

General pediatricians as well as GPs usually provide health care in single-practitioner practices, institutions consisting of more than 1 doctor are rare.55

Most families attend physicians who are under contract with their social insurance so that their provision of health care is free of charge. However, because the remuneration paid by insurance funds for care services provided is relatively low, a very limited amount of time is allotted to the individual patient, and patient numbers of 60-90 per day are the norm.55

As a consequence, the number of pediatricians providing health care on a private basis and without a contract with a specific insurance has been increasing in recent years. In these cases, parents pay doctors directly and are refunded a certain percentage (80% of the contract-based charge) by their social insurance.

In Austria, parents have a free choice of contacting a pediatrician, a GP, or a children’s hospital for primary treatment (routine vaccinations, however, are not usually offered by hospitals). This choice of access, however, is limited by the fact that PCP pediatricians have limited working hours, so that they usually are not available during the night and on weekends. During nighttime hours and on weekends, parents, therefore, have to contact a GP (“family doctor,” especially in rural areas) or the next children’s hospital (especially in cities).58

Referrals from a GP to a general pediatrician are uncommon. Patients needing further investigation or treatment usually are sent to the next children’s hospital. In some cases, they also will be sent directly to a tertiary care center.

Secondary Health Care

In Austria, pediatric secondary care is usually provided by children’s hospitals. According to the ÖSG, a children’s hospital should be reachable within 45 minutes for pediatric service and within 60 minutes for the services of pediatric and adolescent psychiatry for 90% of the population.38 The density of children’s hospitals is very different in the 9 provinces. Although Vienna, Lower and Upper Austria, and Vorarlberg have a relatively high density of children’s hospitals with a sometimes relatively low number of patients’ beds, the comparatively large area of Styria only has 2 children’s hospitals (1 for the northern and 1 for the southern part) and thus, a higher number of patient beds in both hospitals by comparison.

Children’s hospitals individually provide secondary and tertiary health care to varying degrees. This depends on the qualification of the staff and sometimes the “tradition” of whether or not specialized treatment (eg, hemato-oncology, rheumatology, sleep medicine) is provided. Some regions (mostly Upper Austria) have started to close small children’s hospitals or departments and, thus, have reduced the overall number of beds.

Secondary health care may be provided either in an outpatient or inpatient setting, depending on the kind and severity of disease.50 For safety reasons, there is a trend to keep patients in the hospital for observation if no pediatric service is available in the patient’s neighborhood. This results in a relatively short hospital stay, usually ranging from 2.5-3 days.51 When discharged, patients are often requested to contact their pediatrician or family doctor in case of further complications. Further care for patients who need specialized treatment (eg, diabetes, chronic inflammatory bowel disease, etc) is provided directly in the hospitals.

Tertiary Health Care

Tertiary care is especially provided by children’s hospitals, which are part of a university hospital. At the moment, Austria has 3 state university hospitals (Vienna, Graz, and Innsbruck), and a fourth state university hospital is presently being built (Linz). A private university hospital is located in Salzburg. With minor exceptions (eg, cardiac surgery and hemato-oncology), these centers provide the entire spectrum of specialized pediatric health care. Aside from university hospitals and depending on the expertise of the staff, some of the children’s hospitals providing secondary care also offer tertiary care to a certain extent.

For some highly specialized fields (eg, hemato-oncology, rheumatology, pediatric sleep medicine), a close collaboration takes place between the centers to guarantee the best

### Table VI. Pediatric beds in Austria (total and provinces in 2012)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>Total</th>
<th>B</th>
<th>C</th>
<th>LA</th>
<th>UA</th>
<th>S</th>
<th>St</th>
<th>T</th>
<th>Vbg</th>
<th>Vie</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Pediatrics</td>
<td>2037</td>
<td>80</td>
<td>125</td>
<td>287</td>
<td>418</td>
<td>147</td>
<td>227</td>
<td>191</td>
<td>100</td>
<td>462</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pediatric beds per 100,000 children 0-15 y</td>
<td>166</td>
<td>211</td>
<td>163</td>
<td>122</td>
<td>194</td>
<td>183</td>
<td>139</td>
<td>179</td>
<td>163</td>
<td>188</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pediatric surgery</td>
<td>310</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>25</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>48</td>
<td>36</td>
<td>72</td>
<td>40</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>89</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pediatric surgery beds per 100,000 children 0-15 y</td>
<td>26</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>32</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>22</td>
<td>45</td>
<td>44</td>
<td>38</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>26</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Child + adolescent psychiatry</td>
<td>355</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>41</td>
<td>88</td>
<td>92</td>
<td>30</td>
<td>34</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>60</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Child + adolescent psychiatry beds per 100,000 children 0-15 y</td>
<td>29</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>54</td>
<td>37</td>
<td>43</td>
<td>38</td>
<td>21</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>16</td>
<td>24</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

*Some are in hospital and in practice.

### Table VII. Number of pediatricians in Austria 2003 and 2013

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Year</th>
<th>All pediatricians</th>
<th>In hospital</th>
<th>In practice</th>
<th>In panel practice</th>
<th>In private practice</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>2003</td>
<td>950</td>
<td>628</td>
<td>469</td>
<td>303</td>
<td>166</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2013</td>
<td>1211</td>
<td>829</td>
<td>557</td>
<td>304</td>
<td>253</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
treatment available and to collect data for registries of special and rare medical entities.

In neonatology, criteria for tertiary health care are stipulated by the OSG, in which quality markers for the treatment of premature infants are defined. The same holds true for pediatric hemato-oncology and pediatric cardiology.\(^{18}\)

**Major Health System Reforms**

Specialists\(^{60,61}\) and international organizations\(^{62-65}\) agree that Austria has a comprehensive health system that provides all necessary services for the majority of its population.\(^{66}\) However, the system suffers from an inflated hospital sector and an undersized outpatient and preventive care sectors. The costs for this system are well above the EU-15 average.\(^{18}\) The reasons for this lie in the high rate of inpatient care and a splintered administration involving too many players active in the federal system and the numerous bodies of self-governance.\(^{67}\) In addition, the system has some important voids regarding the health care coverage of children.\(^{35}\)

During recent years, the need for reforms has become increasingly clear to specialists, politicians, and the public, and some tentative measures have been undertaken. With the implementation of the Federal Health Agency (Bundesgesundheitsagentur) and the OSG in 2005, 2 instruments for nationally-coordinated planning have been forged; however, a strong federal influence has resulted in great resistance to major changes. In addition, some steps were made to reduce the increase of cost for medication and to guarantee a financial basis for the health care system by the allocation of tax revenues to health insurances. In 2008, health insurance protection was expanded to indigent individuals who receive a minimum income from the state. At the same time, individual contribution to the cost of medication was limited to 2% of a net income.\(^{61}\)

At the moment, Austria is on the way to further implement multiprofessional and interdisciplinary outpatient facilities, which are also intended to provide services during weekends and at night, as well as in rural areas. This could be the first step toward downsizing the costly and inflated inpatient sector.

The agenda of the current government also includes the development of integrated care programs for the most common chronic conditions, and cross-regional planning of the provision of highly specialized medicine by funding centers of excellence.\(^{67}\) The latter project is of eminent importance for the growing number of children with rare and severe diseases who often require long-term care.

Furthermore, the agenda comprises some plans, which are highly relevant for pediatric care, such as the development of a “children and young people’s psychiatry care concept” and the provision of services for child and adolescent rehabilitation. These plans were initiated after the Federal Ministry of Health announced several steps leading to the improvement of care in these areas in 2011.\(^{68}\) However, to date, very little impact of this proclamation is visible in the daily routine of those who provide these health care services.

### Health Care System Assessment

Because the results greatly depend on indicators applied, there is little agreement on how to precisely assess health care systems.\(^{69}\) While being aware of this limitation, some country rankings are, nevertheless, provided in this report to allow for an overview of the spectrum to be considered.

In 1999, the World Health Organization ranked Austria’s overall health system as 9th of 190 countries evaluated.\(^{70}\) By contrast, using a score based on life expectancy and costs of health care, Bloomberg presently ranks Austria as 35th of 55 economically-advanced countries, in 2015.\(^{71}\)

The Health Consumer Powerhouse, a Swedish private organization,\(^{72}\) probably uses the most comprehensive data set for its analysis, including indicators of treatment outcome, supply, waiting time, use of drugs, prevention, and even patients’ rights and information. In the classification of 35 economically-developed countries, including all EU members, Austria has ranked between position 1 and 13 in the last 8 years.\(^{73}\)

Using indicators considering children and adolescents only, Austria’s health care system is less favorably assessed. In the rankings of 21 economically-developed and wealthy countries, the United Nations Children’s Fund\(^{74}\) and the Organization for Economic Cooperation and Development\(^{75}\) ranked Austria’s health care system for children and adolescents last and second to last, respectively. Although the results in these studies may be criticized for their use of few and by no means comprehensive indicators for the entire pediatric health care system, they should lead to an in-depth evaluation of the Austrian child health care system.

When assessing mortality of children less than 5 years of age, in accordance with other countries, Austria’s rate dropped significantly during the last 2 decades. Throughout the past few years, however, child mortality (<5 years of age) was approximately 30% higher than that of leading nations, although similar to other German-speaking countries (Figure 3). In absolute figures and compared with Sweden for the period 2006-2010, Wolfe et al\(^{76}\) calculated an average of 106 excess annual deaths of Austrian children (0-14 years of age).

Although the Austrian health care system overall covers a high variety of services, there are some important exceptions concerning children and adolescents. Compared with Germany, about 70 000 Austrian children, for example, do not receive adequate physical, occupational, speech, or psychotherapy, along with a huge deficit of facilities for child psychiatry.\(^{77,78}\) Other areas of concern are a dramatic lack of availability of pediatric practitioners to provide primary care at nighttime and on weekends,\(^{79}\) and a lack of facilities for pediatric rehabilitation.\(^{80}\) At the moment, the process from single pediatric practitioners providing primary care in their private offices to comprehensive PHC centers housing all pediatric primary caregivers is slowly getting started, and the awareness for the need of centers of competence and care networks is slowly increasing.\(^{49}\)
Whether these shortcomings in pediatric care will be remedied by the good intentions outlined in the above-mentioned governmental “Working Program” remains to be seen. There is still room for concern because the Austrian government, as in most other European countries, has to run a cost-cutting program. Another limitation is the fact that the 9 provinces still have to agree to each single step of the scheduled health reform. To provide an example, it took 15 years until the Austrian Society of Pediatrics and Adolescent Medicine could finally get the “key players” to establish pediatric rehabilitation facilities in Austria.

Conclusions

Pediatric health care provision in Austria has reached a high standard in recent decades. Several aspects may have contributed to this development, among them the fact that Austria is a relatively wealthy country and has a long tradition of pediatric medicine. The introduction of the Mutterkind-pass (Mother and Child Passport) in 1974 was another important step to reduce infant and child mortality. The low rate of infant and child mortality has enabled Austria to gain a place in the higher ranks of European countries, however, not among the top nations. In comparison with some Scandinavian countries, Austria has an excess death rate of about 100-150 deaths annually for children 0-18 years of age. The reasons for these excess deaths remain to be clarified. A relatively high rate of preterm births, the lack of a regulation for single embryo transfer in case of in vitro fertilization, and consideration of a birth between gestation weeks 22 and 24 as “live born” may significantly contribute to the fact that Austria does not rank among the top countries. There may, however, be other reasons that should be evaluated by single case analyses.

Aside from infant and children mortality, availability of health indicators is very limited. Data for “risk behavior” are mostly drawn from Health Behaviour in School-aged Children studies and show that Austrian children and adolescents, in comparison with other European countries, tend to smoke and drink more alcohol. This may at least in part be a consequence that Austria, to date, has spent a relatively small amount of the budget on preventive measures. At present, health services for sick children are mostly well organized and based on a multistep system of primary, secondary, and tertiary care. PHC consists of a mixed system of care by both general pediatricians and GPs. Adequate education and training in child health care are a precondition for an adequate provision of a well-functioning PHC system especially for children. In the future, however, GPs will unfortunately receive very limited training in pediatric skills. In addition, more deficits in several fields of child health care provision (eg, therapies for neurodevelopmental disorders, rehabilitation, child and adolescent psychiatry) will soon have to be overcome.

The Austrian system of health care planning and financing is complex and complicated. The state, 9 provinces, and 19 social insurance funds are key players in this system. All of these players have to agree on any changes that are to be implemented. It may, therefore, take a very long time to bring

---

**Figure 3.** Changes in the mortality rate of children (<5 years of age) during the last 2 decades. Source: UN Interagency Group for Child Mortality Estimation in 2013 [http://www.childmortality.org](http://www.childmortality.org).
about necessary changes. The 2012 declaration of the “key players” may be a signal of change toward a much needed re-form process (Gesundheitsreform), which aims to strengthen PHC, consolidate resources, and generally simplify certain processes. At the moment, it is not clear whether or to what extent Austria’s youth will benefit from the scheduled changes.

It is important that health authorities (eg, minister of health, regional health authorities, leadership of health insurance companies) consult and work with pediatricians, pediatric surgeons, and pediatric psychiatrists in a European cross-border capacity for the planning and decision making of future pediatric health care. In the resulting process, the interests and the benefit of children and adolescents must always be the focus of all efforts. Nonprofit organizations, such as the Austrian Society of Pediatrics and Adolescent Medicine and the Politische Kindermedizin, are ready to contribute to this challenging task.
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